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In the Executive Summary of the first International Workshop 

“Physics for Health in Europe” held in February 2010 at CERN 

is stressed that dose reduction during diagnostic radiology and 
tomographic examinations is the hot research topic worldwide 

[http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1269323/files/PHEE-10_EN.pdf]. 

Among the most important parts of this activity is the 

development of new intensive (quasi)-monochromatic tunable 

x-ray sources.  





The main problem in development of monochromatic x-ray sources is the 

gap between achievable photon generation efficiency (photons per electron) 

and existing electron beam current in the table-top accelerators.  

We showed  

that x-ray source with required properties can be developed using 

parametric x-rays (PXR) and table-top accelerators like compact storage 

ring or pulsed race-track microtron. 
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For example, for Si target DCR to PXR ratio for electrons 

of 34 MeV energy channeled between (100) planes and 

radiation diffracted by (220)  planes is estimated as R~5. 
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T-rays are also very prospective for biomedicine applications: because of 

the photon low energy they cannot ionize biological media but this energy 

corresponds to vibrational levels of important bio molecules including DNA 

and RNA. This allows make directed efforts for stimulation of viruses, cells, 

and their components and provides control of bio-chemical reactions. Thus 

T-rays may be applied in therapy, surgery, imaging, and tomography. 

Terahertz radiation is extremely important for the bio-medical applications 

and its wider usage depends on the progress in development of THz 

sources 

Kazarinov K.D., Electronnaya Technika, ser. 1, v. 4(503) 

(2009) 48 (in Russian) 



How to build the effective THz source 

without huge FEL facilities ?! 

For medical practice the table-top THz 

source is required!!! 



Travelling Wave Tubes (TWT),  

Backward Wave Oscillator (BWO),  

When an electron passes near the surface of the diffraction grating at the distance 

less then d it effectively excites an electromagnetic wave.  

for 500 keV electrons ( =1.98, =0.86) 

and  =3 mm ( =100 GHz) d=0.4 mm  

for 500 keV electrons ( =1.98, =0.86 ) 

and  =0.3 mm ( =1THz) d=0.04 mm  

Microwave instability of an electron beam ~        , threshold current ~ L-3, 

here  is the electron beam density, L is the length of the interaction zone 

When radiation wavelength 

decreases, d declines 



In an FEL a beam of relativistic electrons produced by an electron 

accelerator passes through a transverse, periodic magnetic field produced 

by a magnet called an undulator and exchanges energy with an 

electromagnetic radiation field. 

For a cold electron beam in Compton regime increment of electron beam 

instability is proportional to         , threshold current ~ L-3, here  is the 

electron beam density, L is the length of the interaction zone 



Threshold current jthr ~ L-3 

Increment of electron beam instability (gain) ~ 

the higher threshold current 

the larger dimensions 

The higher electron beam energy  

and shorter radiation wavelength 



Volume Free Electron Laser  

can solve the problem  



The law was demonstrated to be valid not only for parametric radiation but for any 

type of spontaneous radiation (magnetic bremsstrahlung in undulator, radiation in 
laser wave, Smith-Purcell, diffraction or Cherenkov radiation and so on) from a 

charged particle moving either in a periodic medium (natural or photonic crystal) or 
close to its surface. 

Detailed analysis of induced PXR showed that for a photon radiated by an electron 

in a crystal in conditions of Bragg diffraction there are several refraction indices. 
When these refraction indices coincide, a new law of radiation instability originates. 

For example, in case of two wave diffraction the increment of electron beam 
instability is proportional to        in contrast to      . The possibility of creation of X-ray 

laser using induced PXR or DCR is proved.    
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any type of crystals: either natural or artificial (photonic crystal) 

any wavelength range (from microwave to optical and, even, X-ray)  

any type of spontaneous radiation  

dynamical Bragg diffraction in a periodic medium (crystal) evokes the peculiar 

conditions, that result in a new law of electron beam instability:  

          (compare with          for conventional systems) 

here s is the number of surplus waves appearing due to diffraction (for example, in 
case of two-wave diffraction s=1, for three-wave diffraction s=2, etc). 

Within these peculiar conditions the electron beam 

interacts with the electromagnetic wave more effectively 
yielding to drastic reduction of generation threshold :  

jthr~L-(3+2s)  (for conventional systems jthr~L-3) 



Volume (non-one-dimensional) multi-wave distributed feedback is the distinctive 

feature of Volume Free Electron Laser (VFEL). VFEL can use any spontaneous 

radiation mechanism (magnetic bremsstrahlung in undulator, radiation in laser 

wave, Smith-Purcell, diffraction or Cherenkov radiation and so on).  

three-wave diffration four-wave diffration six-wave diffration eight-wave diffration 
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Experimental modeling of electrodynamic 

processes in the volume diffraction grating 
(photonic crystal) made from dielectric threads (Q-

factor ~ 105) 

First lasing of volume free electron laser in mm-

wavelength range. Demonstration of validity of 
VFEL principles and possibility for frequency tuning 

at constant electron energy   

VFEL prototypes with photonic crystals made from 

metallic threads, foils ….. 
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Theory of Volume FELs with a photonic crystal is developed and reported. 

Volume Free Electron Laser is shown to be promising for development of 

radiation sources in centimeter, millimeter and sub-millimeter wavelength 

ranges. 



 a layer of 7 tungsten threads of 100 μm diameter distant 6.25mm  

 two crystals with the periods d1=12.5mm and d2=10.5mm 

 a circular waveguide with the internal diameter 50 mm 

 up to 15 periods in the photonic crystal in different experiments 



150 keV 200 keV 250 keV 

d1=10.5 mm 11.5 GHz 12.1 GHz 12.6 GHz 

d2=12.5 mm 9.86 GHz 10.4 GHz 10.7 GHz 

microwave power signal 

microwave power signal 

electron gun voltage 

total diod current 

a pencil-like electron beam, guiding magnetic field ~1.6 tesla  

electron energy up to 250 keV, total diode current is about 2 kA 



 increased pulse duration 

 widened spectrum 

constant period 

variable period 



electron 

energy, keV  100  150  200  250   

lasing 

frequency,  

GHz  

1.68  1.68  1.68  1.68   

1.92  1.93  1.94  1.94   

4.99  5.00  5.00  5.03   

5.61  5.57  5.57  5.57   

6.70  7.24  7.60  7.83   

6.99  7.55  7.90  8.11   

 brass foils of 100 μm thickness and 10 mm width  

 5-foils layers with 18 mm period inside the drift tunnel 

 foil tapes are fixed in slots on plexiglas rings tightened by dielectric studs  

 the pencil-like electron beam has diameter about 40 mm 

 bent ends of foil tape ensure steady electric contact with the drift tube 

 a combined resonance reflector 



for 50 MeV electrons ( =100, ~1 ) and  =0.3 mm ( =1THz) d=3 mm  



Theoretical and experimental studies of PXR and DCR 

combined with the experience of development of VFEL 

generators with photonic crystals give a promising basis for 
creation of X-ray and THz sources using the same table-top 

accelerator. Such a system could find a lot of application in 

medical practice and biomedical investigations. 




